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Abstract—In several critical infrastructures, the cyber and
physical parts are correlated so that disruptions to one affect the
other and hence the whole system. These correlations may be
exploited to strategically launch components attacks, and hence
must be accounted for ensuring the infrastructure resilience,
specified by its survival probability. We characterize the cyber-
physical interactions at two levels: (i) the failure correlation func-
tion specifies the conditional survival probability of cyber sub-
infrastructure given the physical sub-infrastructure as a function
of their marginal probabilities, and (ii) the individual survival
probabilities of both sub-infrastructures are characterized by
first-order differential conditions. We formulate a resilience
problem for infrastructures composed of discrete components as
a game between the provider and attacker, wherein their utility
functions consist of an infrastructure survival probability term
and a cost term expressed in terms of the number of components
attacked and reinforced. We derive Nash Equilibrium conditions
and sensitivity functions that highlight the dependence of infras-
tructure resilience on the cost term, correlation function and
sub-infrastructure survival probabilities. These results generalize
earlier ones based on linear failure correlation functions and
independent component failures. We apply the results to models
of cloud computing infrastructures and energy grids.

I. INTRODUCTION

The operation of infrastructures for several critical systems,
including smart grids and cloud computing facilities, requires
the continued functioning of cyber components such as Su-
pervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems,
servers, routers and switches, and also physical components
such as power and fiber lines, and cooling and power systems.
The components may be disabled and/or disconnected by cyber
and physical attacks, which will degrade the infrastructure
performance. To counter such degradations, the infrastruc-
ture providers are required to adopt strategies that ensure
the required levels of operation of both cyber and physical
components by taking into account the strategies used by the
attacker.

In this paper, we consider infrastructures that consist of
discrete cyber and physical components, which must be oper-
ational as individual units and also be available such as being
connected to the network. These components are subject to
individual attacks in that cyber (physical) attacks will disable
cyber (physical) components that have not been reinforced. For
example, a cyber attack on a server may bring it down, and a
physical attack on a fiber route may destroy it. In addition to
these direct impacts, there are cyber-physical interactions that
render the otherwise operational components unavailable. For

example, a physical attack on a fiber connection to the server
farm (of a cloud computing infrastructure) may disconnect all
serves from the network. We consider infrastructures with a
large number of components, such as servers and SCADA sys-
tems, such that the infrastructure performance is characterized
by the number of components that are operational and available
[14], [15], [7]. The attacker launches yc cyber or yp physical
component attacks but not both, and the provider reinforces
xc cyber and xp physical components. This characterization is
intended for infrastructures with a large number of components
such as cloud computing infrastructure with thousands of
servers or a power grid with hundreds to thousands of SCADA
systems. The provider is charged with reinforcing a certain
number of cyber and physical components to defend against
both kinds of attacks. A reinforced component cannot be
disabled by a direct attack, but can be made unavailable by
an indirect attack on another component, as in the case of a
cloud computing server.

In addition to component-level correlations, the cyber and
physical sub-infrastructures can be separately identified in sev-
eral cases. Indeed, they may be operated by different domain
experts; for example, in a power grid, SCADA systems are
maintained by operations staff, and the power routes are main-
tained by power engineering staff. We identify the cyber and
physical sub-infrastructures consisting of cyber and physical
components, respectively. The disruptions to either will disrupt
the entire infrastructure. Let PC and PP denote the marginal
survival probabilities of cyber and physical sub-infrastructures,
respectively. The failure correlation function f(PC , PP ) is the
failure probability of cyber sub-infrastructure given the other’s
failure; it is typically estimated using the structural properties
of the infrastructure. Furthermore, we consider that PC and
PP , satisfy first-order differential conditions that involve xc,
xp, yc and yp, which are derived based on component-level
considerations. Together, these two characterizations general-
ize the linearity and statistical independence conditions used
in [14], [15] for the same class of infrastructures with discrete
cyber and physical components.

We formulate a game between the provider and attacker
with the following considerations:

(a) knowledge about the infrastructure is available to the
attacker sufficient enough to launch component attacks;

(b) costs of attacks and reinforcements of components, de-
noted by CA(yc, yp), and CD(xc, xp), respectively, are
not available to the other;



(c) strategies used by the provider in choosing which compo-
nents to reinforce, and by the attacker in choosing which
components to attack are not revealed to the other; and

(d) incidents and results of attacks on components will be
known to the provider and attacker.

The information in items (a) and (d) is available to both, and
that in items (b)-(c) is private. Let PCP denote the survival
probability of the infrastructure. The provider utility function
is the sum of system probability and cost terms

UD = [PCP (xc, xp, yc, yp)] gD − CD(xc, xp),

where gD represents the reward of keeping the infrastructure
operational. Similarly, the attacker utility function is

UA = [1− PCP (xc, xp, yc, yp)] gA − CA(yc, yp),

where gA represents the reward of disabling the infrastructure.
The Nash Equilibrium (NE) of this game represents the attack
and reinforcement actions, given by (yc, yp) and (xc, xp)
respectively, that attempt to optimize the respective utility
functions based on their individual information (from which
neither has a motivation to unilaterally deviate [4]). We derive
NE conditions that highlight the dependence of PCP on the
cost terms, correlation function and sub-infrastructure survival
probabilities, and their partial derivatives. In particular, the
provider strategy is derived by combining both cyber and
physical parameters. We also estimate the sensitivity functions
of PCP using the partial derivatives of parameters CA(.),
CD(.), PC , PP and f(PC , PP ) that indicate their relative
importance.

Several game-theoretic models have been developed to
capture the interactions between defenders and attackers [2],
[5], [3], such as multiple-period games [9], [20]; incomplete in-
formation games [6], [8], [12], [19]; and multiple-target games
[16], [17], [18]. Some of them capture much more details than
our discrete component formulation but most of them do not
explicitly study cyber-physical correlations. In particular, our
infrastructure formulation is simpler than others used in crit-
ical infrastructures such as power distribution, transportation
and agriculture [3]; also, it does not address the underlying
dynamics, for example, using partial differential equations to
model traffic dynamics. Methods to address system reliability
and robustness using a game-theoretic formulation have been
developed for several applications [2], including, smart grids
[11], cloud computing infrastructures [13], and power systems
[10]. In particular, the Stackelberg formulation (where the
provider chooses options based on instantaneous information)
has been applied to cyber-physical infrastructures [14], [15],
[7]. We utilize this formulation in this paper, which is more
reactive and sensitive to dynamic disruptions compared to
long-term strategies used in Markov game models [1], [11].

We apply our method to simplified models of server
infrastructures for cloud computing and smart energy grids.
We first consider cases where both cyber and physical com-
ponents are uniform in Section II-B, namely, servers and fiber
connections for cloud infrastructures, and SCADA systems and
power lines for power grid. Then, we consider different types
of cyber components, namely servers and routers, for cloud
infrastructure in Section IV-A, and SCADA systems and power
meters in the smart grid in Section IV-B. We explicitly derive
NE conditions and sensitivity functions for these scenarios.

In Section II, we present a discrete component model
for cyber-physical infrastructures, and discuss the failure
correlation function and the differential conditions on sub-
infrastructure survival probabilities. We present the game-
theoretic formulation in Section III, and derive NE conditions
and sensitivity estimates; we also describe two special cases,
OR systems in Section III-B and statistically independent sub-
infrastructures in Section III-C, wherein the cyber-physical
correlation effects are somewhat simplified. We discuss NE
conditions for applications of server infrastructure and smart
grid in Section IV.

II. DISCRETE SYSTEM MODELS

A Cyber-Physical Network Infrastructure (CPNI) consists
of cyber and physical sub-infrastructures with NC cyber
components and NP physical components, respectively. Both
components must be operational and available as part of the
infrastructure, but they can be functionally disabled or opera-
tionally disconnected from the infrastructure through attacks.
In particular, cyber attacks may render physical components
unavailable even if they are functional, for example, SCADA
system attacks might disable power flows on the lines. And,
physical component attacks may render cyber components
unavailable, for example, fiber cuts to a server site would make
all servers unavailable even though they are up and running.
We capture these cyber-physical interactions using the survival
probabilities of cyber and physical sub-infrastructures using:
(i) the failure correlation function f(PC , PP ) that captures the
correlations at the sub-infrastructure level (Section II-A), and
(ii) the differential conditions on PC and PP that capture the
components-level correlations (Section II-B).

A. Cyber-Physical Structural Interactions

The failure probabilities of cyber and physical sub-
infrastructures are PC̄ = 1−PC and PP̄ = 1−PP , respectively.
The probability that CPNI is operational is

PCP = 1−[PC̄ + PP̄ − PC̄∩P̄ ] = PC+PP−1+PC̄∩P̄ . (2.1)

The joint failure probability PC̄∩P̄ is expressed in terms of the
conditional failure probability as PC̄∩P̄ = PC̄|P̄ PP̄ .

Condition 2.1: The probability that CPNI is operational is

PCP = PC + PP − 1 + f (PC , PP ) (1− PP ),

where f (PC , PP ) = PC̄|P̄ is the sub-infrastructure failure
correlation function. �

The failure correlation function captures the dependence
of cyber sub-infrastructure failure on that of physical sub-
infrastructure. For example, in a cloud infrastructure with
NS servers at each site, disabling the fiber would disconnect
all servers at the site, which can be reflected by choosing
f (PC , PP ) = NS(1−PP ); this shows that the physical failure
rate is amplified by NS in rendering the servers unavailable.
The following are four illustrative forms of f (PC , PP ).

(a) Statistical Independence: Under statistical independence
we have f (PC , PP ) = 1 − PC so that PC̄∩P̄ =
PC̄PP̄ or equivalently PCP = PCPP . More generally,
if f (PC , PP ) > 1− PC , the cyber failures are positively
correlated to physical failures, that is, they occur with



higher probability following physical failures, that is
PC̄|P̄ > PC̄ . If f (PC , PP ) < 1 − PC , cyber failures
are negatively correlated to physical failures, that is
PC̄|P̄ < PC̄ .

(b) Failure Certainty: When physical failures lead to cyber
failure with certainty, we have f (PC , PP ) = 1 such that
PCP = PC , that is, infrastructure survival probability is
solely depends on cyber sub-infrastructure.

(c) OR Systems: The OR systems are defined in [14], [15]
to illustrate cases where cyber and physical parts can be
independently analyzed. For OR systems, the probabil-
ity of failure of cyber or physical sub-infrastructure is
PC̄∪P̄ = PC̄ + PP̄ or equivalently PC̄∩P̄ = 0. Thus, we
have PCP = PC + PP − 1 and f (PC , PP ) = 0.

(d) Linear Forms: The linear form

f(PC , PP ) = aC(1− PC) + bC

in terms of multiplicative and additive coefficients, de-
noted by aC and bC respectively, is used in [15] (in
[14] only aC is used). Here, aC represents a proportional
change in PC̄ due to the physical sub-infrastructure fail-
ure, whereas bC represents an independent factor; case
(b) above corresponds to aC = 0 and bC = 1. If aC > 1
and bC > 0, the cyber failures are positively correlated
to physical failures, and if aC < 1 and bC < 0, they are
negatively correlated.

B. Sub-Infrastructure Survival Probabilities

We consider that the sub-infrastructure survival probabili-
ties satisfy the following differential conditions.

Condition 2.2: The survival probabilities of cyber and
physical sub-infrastructures are given by

∂PC

∂xc
= hC (PC , xc, xp, yc, yp) = ΛC(xc, xp, yc, yp)PC

∂PP

∂xp
= hP (PP , xc, xp, yc, yp) = ΛP (xc, xp, yc, yp)PP

respectively. �

We now consider two cases for which the above condition
is satisfied.

(a) Statistically Independent Components: Let pC|R and pC|N
(pP |R and pP |N ) denote the conditional probability of
survival of a cyber (physical) component with and with-
out reinforcement, respectively. Under the assumption
of statistical independence of component failures, the
probability that the cyber and physical parts survive the
attacks are given by [14]

PC = pxc

C|RpNC−xc

C|N and PP = p
xp

P |Rp
NP−xp

P |N ,

respectively. In this case, we have

∂PC

∂xc
= PC ln

(
pC|R

pC|N

)
.

(b) Contest Survival Functions: The contest survival func-
tions are used to characterize PC and PP in [7] such that
PC = ξ+xc

ξ+xc+yc
, for which we have

∂PC

∂xc
= PC

(
yc

(ξ + xc + yc)(ξ + xc)

)
.

We now describe two simplified illustrative cyber-physical
network models for which we can derive estimates for ΛB(.),
for B = C,P . We will expand further on these examples in
Section IV by taking additional details into account.

Example 1: Cloud Computing Infrastructure: A simplified
model of a cloud computing infrastructure consists of multiple
sites, each with NS servers. The servers may be brought down
by cyber attacks, and communication fiber routes to server
sites may be physically cut. Reinforcements to these compo-
nents may be in the form of replicated stand-by servers, and
redundant, physically separate fiber routes. Since a physical
fiber cut disconnects all servers at the site from the network, a
first-order model is f (PC , PP ) = NS(1 − PP ) that indicates
the multiplicative effect of physical attacks. We now consider
that the attacker and provider choose components to attack and
reinforce, respectively, according to the uniform distribution.
Then, there are [yp − xp]+ non-reinforced fiber connections,
where [.]+ represent the non-negative part, that is, [x]+ = x
for x > 0, and [x]+ = 0 otherwise. Then, the probability
that a cyber-reinforced component survives the fiber attacks is
estimated by

pC|R =
fC

1 + NS [yp − xp]+
,

where 0 ≤ fC ≤ 1 is appropriately chosen. This estimate
reflects that a random attack on a cyber component is more
likely to be effective for higher values of [yp − xp]+. If a
cyber component is not reinforced, it can be brought down by
a direct cyber attack, or indirectly through a fiber attack. Thus,
we estimate of the survival probability of a cyber component
as

pC|N =
fC

1 + yc + NS [yp − xp]+
,

which reflects the additional lowering of survival probability,
in inverse proportion to the level of cyber attack yc. Using
these formulae, we have

ΛC(xp, yc, yp) = ln
(

1 +
yc

1 + NS [yp − xp]+

)
,

which does not depend on xc. �

Example 2: Power Grid Infrastructure: We consider a sim-
plified model of a power grid infrastructure controlled by
a (cyber) network of SCADA systems, each controlling the
power flow on NL lines. A SCADA system may be disabled by
a direct cyber attack, which will disrupt the power flow on all
its NL lines. By using the reasoning analogous to Example 1,
we have PP̄ |C̄ = NL(1−PC); then by using the Bayes formula

PC̄|P̄ = PP̄ |C̄PC̄/PP̄ , we have f(PC , PP ) = NL(1−PC)2

(1−PP ) . We
then estimate the survival probability of reinforced power lines
that can be disconnected by yc cyber attacks, as

pP |R =
fP

1 + NL[yc − xc]+
,

where 0 ≤ fP ≤ 1 is appropriately chosen. Each power line
can be directly disrupted by physical means such that it can be
brought down if not reinforced, and a component is more likely
to be unavailable if there are more physical attacks, namely,
higher yp. Thus, an attack on a SCADA system will have an



amplified effect on power lines compared to direct physical
attacks such that

pP |N =
fP

1 + yp + NL[yc − xc]+
provides an estimate of the probability of survival of a non-
reinforced power line. Using the above formulae, we have

ΛP (xc, yc, yp) = ln
(

1 +
yp

1 + NL[yc − xc]+

)
,

which does not depend on xp.�

III. GAME THEORETIC FORMULATION

The provider’s objective is to make the infrastructure
resilient by reinforcing xc and xp cyber and physical com-
ponents, respectively, by maximizing the utility

UD = [PCP (xc, xp, yc, yp)] gD − CD(xc, xp).

For uniform component reinforcement costs, we have
CD (xc, xp) = cCDxc + cPDxp, where cCD and cPD are
reinforcement costs of cyber and physical components, respec-
tively. The attacker’s objective is to disrupt the infrastructure
by attacking yc or yp cyber and physical components, respec-
tively (but not both), by maximizing the utility function

UA = [1− PCP (xc, xp, yc, yp)] gA − CA(yc, yp).

For uniform component attack costs, we use CA (yc, yp) =
cCAyc + cPAyp, where cCA and cPA are the attack costs of
cyber and physical components, respectively, and only one of
yc and yp can be non-zero.

A. Nash Equilibrium Conditions

The Nash Equilibrium conditions are derived by equating
the corresponding derivatives of the utility functions to zero,
which yields

∂UD

∂xa
=

∂PCP

∂xa
gD −

∂CD

∂xa
= 0

for a = c, p for the provider, and
∂UA

∂ya
= −∂PCP

∂ya
gA −

∂CA

∂ya
= 0

for a = c, p for the attacker.

We now consider that the effects of reinforcements and
attacks can be separated at the sub-infrastructure level such
that ∂PP

∂zc
≈ 0 and ∂PC

∂zp
≈ 0 for z = x, y. Intuitively, these

conditions indicate that only direct impacts are dominant at
the level of sub-infrastructures. For example, cyber reinforce-
ments contribute to improving the cyber sub-infrastructure but
not directly to physical sub-infrastructure. However, both PC

and PP capture the correlations between cyber and physical
components through ΛC(xc, xp, yc, yp) and ΛP (xc, xp, yc, yp),
respectively. We capture the sub-infrastructure correlations for
the defender using the following condition.

Condition 3.1: For PCP in Condition 2.1, we have
∂PCP

∂xc
≈
[
1 + (1− PP )

∂f

∂PC

]
∂PC

∂xc

∂PCP

∂xp
≈
[
1− f(PC , PP ) + (1− PP )

∂f

∂PP

]
∂PP

∂xp

for the defender. �

B. OR Systems

A special case where the probability of simultaneous fail-
ures of cyber and physical sub-infrastructures is negligible con-
stitutes the OR systems [14]. Here, the infrastructure will fail
if either of the physical or cyber sub-infrastructures fails such
that PC̄∪P̄ = PC̄ + PP̄ or equivalently PCP = PC + PP − 1.
In these (theoretical) systems, the dependence of PCP on
system parameters at NE is easier to derive and interpret, since
it is determined entirely by Condition 2.2 without involving
f(PC , PP ). We then have a much simpler form of Condition
3.1 given by ∂PCP

∂xc
≈ ∂PC

∂xc
and ∂PCP

∂xp
≈ ∂PP

∂xp
. At NE, we have

∂PC

∂xc
=

1
gD

∂CD

∂xc
and

∂PP

∂xp
=

1
gD

∂CD

∂xp
.

Using Condition 2.2, we obtain the following estimates for the
survival probabilities of cyber and physical sub-infrastructures:

P̃C;D (xc, xp, yc, yp) =
∂CD

∂xc

gDΛC(xc, xp, yc, yp)

P̃P ;D (xc, xp, yc, yp) =
∂CD

∂xp

gDΛP (xc, xp, yc, yp)
.

These estimates provide the sensitivity information of the
survival probabilities of cyber and physical sub-infrastructures,
and they depend only on the derivatives of the corresponding
probabilities. Although they do not involve f(PC , PP ), the
cyber-physical interactions are still captured by ΛC(.) and
ΛP (.) at the component level. Both survival probability es-
timates P̃C;D and P̃P ;D are proportional to the corresponding
cost derivatives and inversely proportional to the reward term
gD. This seemingly counter-intuitive trend applies only to the
set of Nash equilibria and not to the overall system behavior.
Because of the multiplicative term gD in the provider’s utility
function, a higher utility indeed is achieved at lower PC and
PP values from among all NE solutions.

C. Statistical Independence of Sub-Infrastructures

We consider that the cyber sub-infrastructure failures
are statistically independent such that PCP = PCPP and
f (PC , PP ) = 1− PC . At NE we have

PC
∂PP

∂xp
=

1
gD

∂CD

∂xp
and PP

∂PC

∂xc
=

1
gD

∂CD

∂xc
.

We now substitute expressions for ∂PC

∂xc
and ∂PP

∂xp
based on

Condition 2.2, and obtain the system of equations:

P̄C;DP̄P ;D =
∂CD

∂xp

gDΛP (xc, xp, yc, yp)

P̄C;DP̄P ;D =
∂CD

∂xc

gDΛC (xc, xp, yc, yp)
.

Qualitatively, at NE, the survival probability estimates of
cyber and physical sub-infrastructures P̄C;D and P̄P ;D have
an inverse relationship, but their product is determined by
ΛC(.) and ΛP (.) in a manner similar to the individual prob-
abilities P̃C;D and P̃P ;D of OR systems. However, unlike in
OR systems, the statistical independence is not sufficient to
decouple the estimates P̄C;D and P̄P ;D so as not to involve
cyber-physical correlations but depend solely on ΛC(.) and
ΛP (.), respectively.



D. NE Sensitivity Functions

We now derive expressions for PC and PP at NE using the
partial derivatives of the cost and failure correlation function
to obtain qualitative information about their sensitivities to
different parameters from the provider’s perspective.

Theorem 3.1: Under Conditions 2.1, 2.2 and 3.1, an esti-
mate of the survival probability of physical sub-infrastructure,
for ∂f

∂PP
6= 0, is

P̂P ;D (xc, xp, yc, yp)

=
1− f (PC , PP ) + ∂f

∂PP

2 ∂f
∂PP

±

√√√√(1− f (PC , PP ) + ∂f
∂PP

2 ∂f
∂PP

)2

−
∂CD

∂xp

gDΛP (xc, xp, yc, yp) ∂f
∂PP

,

and, for ∂f
∂PP

= 0, is

P̂P ;D (xc, xp, yc, yp) =
∂CD

∂xp

gDΛP (xc, xp, yc, yp) [1− f (PC , PP )]
.

An estimate of the survival probability of cyber sub-
infrastructure is

P̂C;D (xc, xp, yc, yp)

=
∂CD

∂xc

gDΛC(xc, xp, yc, yp)
[
1 + (1− P̂P ;D) ∂f

∂PC

] .
Proof: At NE, we have ∂PCP

∂xc
= 1

gD

∂CD

∂xc
and ∂PCP

∂xp
= 1

gD

∂CD

∂xp
.

By using the formulae in Condition 3.1, we have[
1 + (1− PP )

∂f

∂PC

]
∂PC

∂xc
=

1
gD

∂CD

∂xc[
1− f(PC , PP ) + (1− PP )

∂f

∂PP

]
∂PP

∂xp
=

1
gD

∂CD

∂xp
.

We now substitute expressions for ∂PC

∂xc
and ∂PP

∂xp
based on

Condition 2.2, and obtain the system of equations:[
1 + (1− PP )

∂f

∂PC

]
PC =

∂CD

∂xc

gDΛC(xc, xp, yc, yp)[
1− f(PC , PP ) + (1− PP )

∂f

∂PP

]
PP

=
∂CD

∂xp

gDΛP (xc, xp, yc, yp)
.

The expression for P̂P ;D is obtained by solving for PP using
the above quadratic equation, and the expression for P̂C;D

follows from the equation above it. �

Compared to OR Systems, there are significant cyber-
physical interactions at the sub-infrastructure level in both
P̂P ;D (xc, xp, yc, yp) and P̂C;D (xc, xp, yc, yp). In particular,
P̂P ;D (xc, xp, yc, yp) depends on both f(.) and its partial

derivatives with respect to PP , and the partial derivative of
CD with respect to xp; it also depends on the cost factor gD

and ΛP as expected. Its dependence on PC is implicit through
the failure correlation function f(PC , PP ). The qualitative
behavior of P̂C;D (xc, xp, yc, yp) is quite similar with respect
to CD but it dependence on PP is also through f . And, they
both are affected by ΛC(.) and ΛP (.), and each of them in turn
depends on the number of both cyber and physical component
attacks and reinforcements. Thus, the estimates P̂P ;D and
P̂C;D reflect the correlations between the sub-infrastructures
explicitly through f , as well as those captured by the survival
probabilities of individual sub-infrastructures by themselves.

Theorem 3.1 utilizes PC̄|P̄ = f(PC , PP ), which captures
the failure effects of physical sub-infrastructure on the cy-
ber sub-infrastructure. Alternatively, we can utilize PP̄ |C̄ =
g(PC , PP ) which captures the failure effects of cyber sub-
infrastructure on the physical sub-infrastructure. In this case,
we obtain a quadratic expression in PC . Then, we can estimate
P̂C;D (xc, xp, yc, yp) in terms of g(PC , PP ) by solving the
quadratic equation as in Theorem 3.1. Also, results expressed
in terms of f(PC , PP ) and g(PC , PP ) can be converted
between each other using the following expression

f(PC , PP ) = PC̄P̄ /(1− PP ) = PP̄ |C̄(1− PC)/(1− PP )
= g(PC , PP )(1− PC)/(1− PP ).

The qualitative effects of f(.) and g(.) on the sensitivity
function estimates is quite similar, and the choice between
them is determined by their functional forms and accuracy
with which they can be estimated.

E. Survival Probabilities of Sub-Infrastructures

It is instructive to compare the individual survival proba-
bilities of cyber and physical sub-infrastructures, PC and PP ,
respectively, since minimum of the two determines the survival
probability of the infrastructure. Using the equations from the
proof of Theorem 3.1, we have

»
1 + (1− PP )

∂f

∂PC

–
PC =

∂CD
∂xc

gDΛC (xc, xp, yc, yp)

= dCD (xc, xp, yc, yp)»
1− f(PC , PP ) + (1− PP )

∂f

∂PP

–
PP =

∂CD
∂xp

gDΛP (xc, xp, yc, yp)

= dPD (xc, xp, yc, yp) .

In this section, we denote ΛC (xc, xp, yc, yp),
ΛP (xc, xp, yc, yp), dCD (xc, xp, yc, yp), and
dPD (xc, xp, yc, yp) by simply ΛC , ΛP , dCD, and dPD,
respectively. By dividing the above two equations by ∂f

∂PC

and ∂f
∂PP

, respectively, and eliminating the term (1 − PP ) by
subtraction, we obtain the following condition[

∂CD

∂xp

PP ΛP

]
−

∂f
∂PP

∂f
∂PC

[
∂CD

∂xc

PCΛC

]
= gD

[
1− f (PC , PP )−

∂f
∂PP

∂f
∂PC

]
.



Then, by using ∂PC

∂PP
= −

∂f
∂PP
∂f

∂PC

we obtain the following

relationship between PP and PC :

PP

=
PC

∂CD

∂xp
ΛC

ΛP

(
PCΛCgD

[
(1− f(PC , PP )) + ∂PC

∂PP

]
− ∂PC

∂PP

∂CD

∂xc

) .

By comparing the right hand side to PC the condition PP ≥
PC is equivalent to

PC
.=

[
∂CD

∂xp

ΛC

ΛP
+ ∂CD

∂xc

∂PC

∂PP

]
ΛCgD

[
(1− f(PC , PP )) + ∂PC

∂PP

] , (1)

where .= is either ≤ or ≥ based on the sign of the denominator
above. If .= is ≤ then the above condition is not satisfied if
the right hand side is negative, which in turn corresponds
to the signs of the two terms

[
∂CD

∂xp

ΛC

ΛP
+ ∂CD

∂xc

∂PC

∂PP

]
and[

(1− f(PC , PP )) + ∂PC

∂PP

]
being the opposite. On the other

hand, if .= is ≥, then this condition is not true if the right
hand side is greater than 1. These two boundary conditions
determine that one of the two conditions PP ≥ PC and
PP ≤ PC is true. In the other cases such relationship is not
that simply determined, and can take a more complicated form
as per the condition in Eq 1.

For the special case, f (PC , PP ) = aC(1− PC) + bC , we
have

PP =
∂CD

∂xp

gDΛP (1− aC + aCPC − bC)
.

Then, the condition PP ≥ PC , leads to a quadratic equation
with the following solution

PC =
−(1− aC − bC)

2a
± 1

2a

√
(1− aC − bC)2 +

4aC
∂CD

∂xp

gDΛP
.

The boundary conditions in this case can be derived as the
general case. However, a different line of analysis done in
this case in [15] provides much simpler characterization of
the relationship between PC and PP . It yields the following
simpler condition

PC =
[
1− bC

1− aC

]
PP +

dCD − dPD

(1− aC)
.

Then, the relationship between PC and PP is described by 12
different regions determined solely by aC , bC , dCD and dPD

such that in each region exactly one of the two conditions,
PP ≥ PC and PP ≤ PC , is true.

IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLES

In this section, we expand on Examples 1 and 2 from Sec-
tion II-B by taking into account more component details. First,
we consider different types of cyber and physical components
such that xa

c , a ∈ AC is the number of cyber components of
type a, and xb

p, b ∈ AP is the number of physical components
of type b. Thus, we have xc =

∑
a∈AC

xa
c and xp =

∑
b∈AP

xb
p. We

define sub-infrastructures consisting of only cyber components

of type a and physical components of type b, with their survival
probabilities denoted by P a

C and P b
P , respectively. Now we

generalize Condition 2.2 as follows.

Condition 4.1: The survival probabilities of cyber and
physical sub-infrastructures are given by

∂P a
C

∂xa
c

= ha
C (P a

C , xc, xp, yc, yp) = Λa
C(xc, xp, yc, yp)P a

C

for xa
c , a ∈ AC corresponding to cyber components of type a,

∂P b
P

∂xb
p

= hb
P

(
P b

P , xc, xp, yc, yp

)
= Λb

P (xc, xp, yc, yp)P b
P

for xb
p, b ∈ AP corresponding to physical components of

type b. �

The component failures are considered statistically indepen-
dent for different types in [15] such that

PC =
∏

a∈AC

P a
C =

∏
a∈AC

(
pa

C|R

)xa
c
(
pa

C|N

)Na
C−xa

c

PP =
∏

b∈AP

P b
P =

∏
b∈AP

(
pb

P |R

)xb
p
(
pb

P |N

)Nb
P−xb

p

,

where pa
C|R and pb

P |R denote the probabilities of reinforced
cyber component of type a and reinforced physical component
of type b, respectively; Na

C and N b
P denote the number of

type a cyber components and type b physical components,
respectively. These conditions in turn lead to the special case
of Condition 4.1: for a ∈ AC , b ∈ AP ,

∂PC

∂xa
c

= PC ln

(
pa

C|R

pa
C|N

)
and

∂PP

∂xb
p

= PP ln

(
pb

P |R

pb
P |N

)
.

where pa
C|N and pb

P |N denote the probabilities of cyber com-
ponent of type a and physical component of type b without
reinforcement, respectively. We consider that these conditions
are satisfied in both the examples discussed next.

A. Cloud Computing Infrastructure

We refine the model of the cloud computing infrastructure
of Example 1 to include gateway routers to which all servers
at a site are connected. A cyber attack on the gateway router
will also have the same effect as a physical fiber attack
that will disconnect all servers at the site. Now, we separate
the cyber components into two classes, namely, servers and
routers, and xc = xS

c + xR
c such that xS

c and xR
c denote

the number of reinforced servers and routers, respectively.
Similarly, yc = yS

c +yR
c such that yS

c and yR
c denote the number

of servers and routers attacked, respectively. Then, for the
sub-infrastructures, we have the failure correlation functions
fS(PS

C , PP ) = NS(1 − PP ) and fR(PR
C , PP ) = (1 − PP ),

wherein the physical failures are amplified by NS for the
servers but are the same for routers. We now estimate the



composite failure correlation function f(PC , PP ) as follows

f (PC , PP )

=
∑

a∈{S,R}

P a
C̄|P̄

= fS(PS
C , PP )(1− PS

C|P̄ ) + fR(PR
C , PP )(1− PR

C|P̄ )

=
[
NS(1− PS

C|P̄ ) + (1− PR
C|P̄ )

]
(1− PP ).

Its partial derivative is

∂f

∂PP
= −

[
NS(1− PS

C|P̄ ) + (1− PR
C|P̄ )

]
.

Then, the cyber component probabilities are computed sepa-
rately for the servers and routers, denoted by pS

C|R and pR
C|R,

respectively. The probability that a cyber-reinforced server
survives fiber or router attacks is given by

pS
C|R =

fS
C

1 + NS [yp − xp]+ + NS [yR
c − xR

c ]+
,

which now depends on both physical attacks on fiber and cyber
attack on routers. An estimate of the probability that a cyber-
reinforced router survives a fiber attack is given by

pR
C|R =

fR
C

1 + [yp − xp]+
,

since a cyber attack on a reinforced router has no impact and
a fiber attack will disconnect only one router. If the router is
not cyber-reinforced, then we have

pR
C|N =

fR
C

1 + [yp − xp]+ + yR
c

.

By using these estimates for the router, we have

ΛR
C

(
xp, y

R
c , yp

)
= ln

(
1 +

yR
c

1 + [yp − xp]+

)
,

which increases in the number of cyber router attacks but
decreases in the number of attacks on non-reinforced routers. If
the cyber component, server or router, is not reinforced, it will
be brought down by a direct cyber attack, or indirectly by fiber
attack but the latter will have greater impact. However, cyber
attacks on servers and routers will have different impacts on
the availability of the infrastructure, namely a server attack will
just bring it down but a router attack will make all NS servers
unavailable. Thus, for server that is not cyber reinforced, we
use the estimate

pS
C|N =

fS
C

1 + NS [yp − xp]+ + NS [yR
c − xR

c ]+ + yS
c

,

which reflects the additional lowering of survival probability
inversely proportional to the level of cyber attack yS

c , and to
yR

c but amplified by a factor NS . Thus for servers we have

ΛS
C

(
xR

c , xp, y
S
c , yR

c , yp

)
= ln

(
1 +

yS
c

1 + NS [yp − xp]+ + NS [yR
c − xR

c ]+

)
,

which increases in the number of server attacks but decreases
in the attacks on non-reinforced routers and fibers.

The survival probabilities of physical fiber components
depend on yp such that pP |R = fP and pP |N = fP

1+yp
.

By combining the two formulae for fiber, we have

ΛP (yp) = ln (1 + yp) ,

which increases in the number of physical attacks. In addition
to ΛP (.) and ΛB

C(.), for B = S, R, the survival probabilities of
cyber and physical sub-infrastructures are determined by the
correlation function f(PC , PP ) as described in Section III-E.

B. Smart Grid Infrastructure

We now extend the power grid model described in Ex-
ample 2 with smart meters on the lines that provide demand
information to the generation and distribution control systems.
The smart meters can be attacked by cyber means so that
the demand information can be manipulated, for example, to
make it zero. Now, we separate the cyber components into
two classes, namely, SCADA systems and smart meters, and
xc = xS

c + xM
c such that xS

c and xM
c denote the number of

reinforced SCADA systems and meters, respectively. Similarly,
yc = yS

c + yM
c such that yS

c and yM
c denote the number

of SCADA systems and meters attacked, respectively. In this
case, it is more instructive to carry out the analysis in terms
of the failure correlation function g(PC , PP ) = PP̄ |C̄ . As in
the previous example, for the sub-infrastructures, we have the
failure correlation functions gS(PS

C , PP ) = NL(1 − PS
C ) and

gM (PM
C , PP ) = (1 − PM

C ), wherein the SCADA attacks are
amplified by the number of lines NL controlled by each of
them, but are the same for smart meter attacks. Then, we utilize
the estimate

g(PC , PP )

=
[
NL(1− PS

C )
PS

A

PS
A + PM

A

+ (1− PM
C )

PM
A

PS
A + PM

A

]
,

where PS
A and PM

A are the probabilities of an attack on
SCADA system and meter, respectively, and P S

A

P S
A+P M

A

and
P M

A

P S
A+P M

A

are conditional failure probabilities of SCADA system
and meter, respectively, given that cyber sub-infrastructure
failed.

Then, the cyber component probabilities are estimated
separately for SCADA systems and meters. The survival
probabilities of the power supply lines with and without
reinforcement are denoted by pP |R and pP |N , respectively. A
SCADA system or a meter may be disabled by cyber means,
which will disrupt the power flow on the lines so that

pP |R =
fP

1 + NL[yS
c − xS

c ]+ + [yM
c − xM

c ]+
,

for physically-reinforced power lines; notice that cyber attacks
on SCADA systems are amplified NL times compared to
attacks on smart meters. Each power line can be directly
disrupted by physical means such that it can be brought down
if not reinforced, and thus we have

pP |N =
fP

1 + yp + NL[yS
c − xS

c ]+ + [yM
c − xM

c ]+
,



which reflects the amplified effect of cyber attacks on SCADA
systems compared to physical line attacks. Combining the two
formulae we have

ΛP

(
xS

c , xM
c , yS

c , yM
c , yp

)
= ln

(
1 +

yp

1 + NL[yS
c − xS

c ]+ + [yM
c − xM

c ]+

)
,

which increases in the number of attacks on non-reinforced
power lines, and decreases in the number of attacks on non-
reinforced SCADA systems and non-reinforced meters but the
former effect is amplified NL times. The survival probabilities
of cyber components are given by

pB
C|R = fB

C and pB
C|N =

fB
C

1 + yB
c

,

for B = S, M . Then we have ΛB
C

(
yB

c

)
= ln

(
1 + yB

c

)
, for

B = S, M , which increases in the total number of cyber
attacks. The net effect of the numbers of attacks and rein-
forcements on the survival probabilities of cyber and physical
sub-infrastructures is also determined by correlation function
in addition to ΛP and ΛB

C , for B = S, M as described in
Section III-E.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We studied a class of infrastructures characterized by the
number of discrete components that can be disrupted by either
cyber or physical attacks, and are protected by cyber and
physical reinforcements. We characterized the cyber-physical
interactions in these infrastructures at two levels: (i) the
failure correlation function specifies the conditional survival
probability of cyber sub-infrastructure given the physical sub-
infrastructure as a function of their marginal probabilities,
and (ii) the individual survival probabilities of both sub-
infrastructures are characterized by first-order differential con-
ditions. We derived Nash Equilibrium conditions in terms of
partial derivatives of cost terms, failure correlation function
and survival probabilities of sub-infrastructures and their par-
tial derivatives. We then estimated the sensitivity functions that
indicate the dependence of infrastructure survival probability
on these parameters. We applied this approach to models of
cloud computing infrastructures and energy grids at different
levels of abstraction when both have a large number of com-
ponents. These results generalize previous results in [14], [15],
which consider linear forms of the failure correlation function.
These generalizations enable us to consider more detailed
models of the correlations between the sub-infrastructures in
the computing infrastructures and energy grids.

Several extensions of this formulation could be pursued
in future studies, including the cases where the effects of
attacks and reinforcements of specific components are explic-
itly accounted for. It would be interesting to study sequential
game formulations of this problem, and cases where different
levels of knowledge are available to each party. Applications
of our approach to more detailed models of cloud computing
infrastructure, smart energy grid infrastructures and high-
performance computing complexes would be of future interest.
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